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Abstract

The autonomy of the EU legal system is of fundamental importance to the EU, because it is the 
only guarantee that the EU will not lose in terms of strength or efficiency, when overlapping 
with the national law of the member states since the EU legal system and the national legal 
system are interrelated and interdependent. The aspect of the relationship between EU 
law and the national law of the member states includes those areas where the two systems 
complement each other. Article 4 (3) of the TEU clearly defines that: ‘‘According to the principle 
of sincere cooperation, the Union and the Member States shall assist one another with mutual 
respect in carrying out the obligations arising from the Treaties. Member States shall take the 
necessary measures, whether general or specific, to ensure compliance with the obligations 
arising out of the Treaties or resulting from the acts of the institutions of the Union. Member 
States shall facilitate the fulfilment of such obligations of the Union and shall refrain from any 
measures which could jeopardize the achievement of the objectives of the Union. However, the 
relationship between EU law and the domestic law of the member states is also characterized 
by the occasional ‘clash’ or conflict between the EU legal system and that of the domestic 
one. Such a situation always arises when a provision of the Union law transfers rights and 
imposes obligations directly on EU citizens while its content conflicts with the domestic law 
of the Member States. From this point of view, the problem that arises and is analysed in the 
given paper is the direct applicability of EU law and its supremacy over the internal law of the 
member states, as the conflict between EU law and internal law is resolved only if one gives 
priority to the other, as long as the EU legislation does not contain clear provisions on this 
issue.
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Introduction

The European Union (EU) is a sovereign body, a special international membership 
unique in its kind, because it is characterized by a union where member states have 
relinquished some sovereign rights by allowing the EU to have full discretion and 
power to issue legal binding acts as a sovereign body. The European Union as a sui 
generis entity based on the adopted Treaties of the union, has undoubtedly created 
a legally binding order to be implemented by the members of the union and their 
citizens. The autonomy and independence of this legal system, known as "community 
law", is one of the principles on which membership is based. The European Union is a 
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community that creates law but is also based on law. It is this right which governs the 
life of every citizen of the European Union and which is superior to any national law. 
The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy, 
equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights, including the minority rights. 1

These values are a standard to the Member States, in a society dominated by 
pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality. Freedom 
results directly from peace, unity and equality. The creation of a larger entity uniting 
28 States, simultaneously enables freedom of movement across national borders. This 
means freedom of movement for workers, freedom of creation, freedom to provide 
services, free movement of goods and people. These fundamental freedoms and 
rights guarantee entrepreneurs the freedom to make decisions, workers the freedom 
to choose their place of work and consumers the freedom to choose from a wide 
range of products. Freedom of competition allows businesses to offer their goods and 
services to a much wider range of potential customers. 
Workers can look for work and change jobs to suit their wishes and interests, all over 
the EU. Consumers can choose cheap and good products from the wide range of 
goods available, which is a result of increased competition. Citizens of EU member 
states, have long been citizens of the Union and the European legal system of the 
union is the basis of the legal order in their lives. The EU guarantees effective legal 
protection for its citizens, a fundamental principle based on the European Convention 
on Human Rights (Articles 6 and 13), the European Charter of Fundamental Rights 
(Article 41). In this regard, citizens should be informed about the legal framework of 
the union in order to know how they are legally protected by the law of the union 
and how the EU legal system is guaranteed, including the Treaties, the decisions, 
regulations, directives, the auditing, interpreting and decision-making system of the 
Court of Justice, the Court of First Instance, the European Court of Human Rights, 
the Court of Auditors. 2

2. Community citizens before the community law and national law

Considering the fact that the domestic legal system is more tangible and direct for 
the citizens of the EU member states, its integration into community law upon the 
state's membership in the union, brought interpretative problems by distracting 
somehow both the individuals and the domestic law of the member states. It also 
set before the Court of Justice an important and quite challenging task, the control 
and interpretation of cases where domestic law was in conflict with Community law. 
There are many cases where the EU imposes rights and obligations on EU citizens 
through various binding acts, but which conflict with the domestic law of one or 
more Member States. In fact, the difficulty lies in the fact that the EU Treaties have 
not provided for concrete solutions or appropriate procedures to be followed so 
that EU law does not conflict with national law. No article of a treaty provides for 
a superiority of EU law over domestic law. In this case the right of the individual in 
such a situation has been resolved by the Court of Justice in the classic cases VAN 
 1 Article “2” of the EU Treaty.
 2 Prof. Borçard Klaus-Diter, “ABC – ja e të Drejtës së Bashkimit Evropian”, Luxembourg, 2010.
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GEND & LOOS v. NETHERLANDS and COSTA VS. ENEL 3which became a precedent 
for the other cases to follow. In the first case a Dutch transport company Van Gend & Loos 
filed lawsuits against the Dutch customs authorities for imposing an import tax on a chemical 
product from Germany, which was higher than the taxes on previous imports. The company 
complained that it had violated Article 12 of the Treaty on European Economic Community, 
which prohibits the introduction of new import taxes or the increase in other existing taxes 
between Member States
The court of the Netherlands suspended the trial and referred the case to the Court 
of Justice to investigate and interpret the case. The question was whether individuals 
could also rely on Article 12 of the EEC Treaty, which, expressly prohibits the imposition 
of new obligations or the increase of existing obligations by Member States within the 
European Single Market. This was the first time the ECJ discussed the possibility of 
considering a treaty norm to be directly applicable. In this decision (case 26-62) the 
Court has clarified that: “The community order is a regulation of a new type that 
recognizes as subjects not only the states but also the citizens. Notwithstanding the 
legislation of the Member States, Community law not only imposes obligations on 
individuals, but also aims to give them rights. These rights shall arise not only when 
they are explicitly defined by the Treaty, but also through the obligations which the 
Treaty imposes in a clearly defined manner on individuals, as well as on the Member 
States and on the institutions of the Community. "The objective of the EEC Treaty is 
to establish a European Single Market operating in the direct interest of the members 
in this Community, which means that this Treaty is more than an agreement that 
merely establishes rights and obligations between States parties ... The community 
constitutes a new legal order of international law where member states have restricted 
their sovereign rights, despite the fact that it limited to certain areas and to subject 
which do not include only the Member States but also their citizens.” 
In this case, the direct and immediate application of the norms of the EEC Treaty 
was identified with its direct effect, i.e. its position created subjective legal positions 
of individuals. 4In the second case Mr. Costa, as an individual claiming his right, 
filed a lawsuit in the National Court (Italy) against the domestic law of electricity 
distribution as it was in contradiction to the Treaty of the European Community. The 
National Court suspended the trial of the case in the Italian Court and forwarded the 
case for preliminary interpretation to the European Court of Justice. The Court of 
Justice, after examining the request, concluded that member states could not adopt 
laws that conflict with Community law as they agreed to sign treaties on a common 
legal order. The member states of the community have established a Sovereign 
Community like the EU by somehow limiting their sovereignty to the extent that 
they have mutually accepted the signed treaties. The Court noted that Community law 
prevails over that of the Member States, interpreting Article 189 of the EC Treaty, according 
to which its provisions are binding and directly applicable in the Member States. The right 
deriving from the given Treaty is completely independent, original, unaffected, and superior 
without being exceeded by any other national right.

 3 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/en/index.htm, case no.C-26/62 and case no. C-6/64.
 4  Canaj. E & Banaj S. ( 2011) “ E drejta e Bashkimit Europian”, Tiranë,  fq. 12-24.
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3.The Principle of Supremacy in relation to Individuals

The principle of supremacy is also related to individuals. The principle of direct effect 
gives individuals the right to seek the application of community law from local courts. 
As a doctrine which mainly defends individuals and often acknowledges them rights 
they can use against member states enables the direct implementation of community 
law for European citizens. Van Gend en Loos case is a clear example for this stance 
taken by the European Court of Justice. The Court decided a series of criteria on the 
direct effect of Treaty provisions.
Thus, is should exist: A clear, unconditional obligation, for a member state, the lack 
of the possibility to express reserves to the provisions, and it should not depend on 
the implementation measure taken by a state (the member state should not have the 
option of non-implementation of a provision). This process established private rights 
for individuals that might seek their implementation by local courts. This principle 
is often implemented in the relation between national authorities and private 
individuals. It is otherwise referred to a the vertical effect. Whilst in the case when 
obligations between citizens or similar subjects are foreseen or imposed it is called 
as a horizontal effect, like, for example, in the case when the competition rules are 
implemented on entrepreneurship, each of them can raise a case to national courts.  

4.Protection of the individual through the request made to the Court for the 
reviewing the legitimacy of an act by the Community institutions and the 
Effectiveness of this protection.

According to article 263 TFEU (ex article 230 of TEC) 5 the Court of Justice of the 
European Union shall review the legality of acts approved by institutions such as the 
Parliament, the Council, the Commission and of the European Central Bank, intended 
to produce legal effects vis-à-vis third parties. At the top of European judicial system 
lies the Court of Justice established by the Treaty of ECSC. In 1988 it was established 
the Court of First Instance as a mean to reduce the existing court’s workload and to 
increase the time-effectiveness of responding to the subjects of community justice 
legitimized according to this right. Later on, with the Lisbon Treaty were established 
the Special Courts. The First Instance Court was given the quality to accept cases that 
need a preliminary treatment, limited to certain subjects and its decisions are revised 
by a higher court of the Court of Justice in cases when the coherence and compliance 
of community justice is endangered. The Specialized Courts like that of the Civil 
Service Tribunal replaced the Juridical Chambers qualified to hear and determine at 
first instance European civil service disputes that could be challenged at the Court 
of First Instance. By being on the top of the system the Court of Justice has gained 
more and more the profile of a constitutional court and also that of a final instance 
court of the juridical chain. It is the most important Tribunal that individuals too can 
appeal to. The Lisbon Treaty has substantially added the nature of cases referred by 
individuals to be accepted.
Among the competencies of this court, related to the analyses of appeals regarding the 
 5  Article 263 (ex Article 230 TEC), defines the legal quality to institute proceedings. 
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failure to fulfil obligations by member states, to check on institutions inactivity, treaty 
interpretation, of high importance is also the review of the legality of legislative acts 
(article 263-264 TFEU)Concretely the legality of an act can be opposed in two ways:1- 
The interested person can directly contact the Court of Justice, 2-The National Judge 
can contact the Court of Justice for a preliminary interpretation of validity. The legality 
review is ensured in three ways:1 - Recourse to annul a community act. 2- Recourse 
to a inactivity through putting sanctions on inactivity that is against the community 
right, 3-Annulment for lack of legal basis. Indeed, article 263 TFEU has defined a certain 
difference between privileged complainers that do not have the obligation to present any special 
interest to appeal to the Court in any case, as they act for the general interest7 and individuals 
that have very limited access. For an act to be opposed it should be real and it should 
have produced effects and consequences for the individual opposing it.
It has been very difficult for an individual to oppose the legality of an act because 
of the nature of the act that is being opposed and the identification of these acts that 
initially may seem to have a general effect but give an individual one, whilst the 
Lisbon Treaty permitted also the individual who should have a legal interest to make 
the recourse, to be directly affected by the act and this act to have affected his life and 
his legal situation 6.An interesting case to be considered and understood how difficult 
is for an individual to oppose the legality of an act is the case of Union de Pequenos 
Agricultoes c/ Conseil, no.T-173/98, rec.II-3359. 7For this request the General Advocate 
“JACOBS” suggested that the individual should have full protection and that the 
request for preliminary interpretation did not provide him effective protection since 
it was damaging his juridical safety due to proceedings delays. Following procedure 
the request to the Justice Court should have been made by the National Judge, and 
followed a long way and this delay made it so that the legal interest of the individual 
were endangered since the invalidity of an act could be found very late after it had 
produced the harmful consequences on the individual and in this context the Justice 
Court itself was not yet pronounced. 
But the Court of First Instance made a kind of “revolution” by changing its 
jurisprudence by accepting the guidance and suggestion of the general advocate 
for a similar case 8.Since the Court of First Instance is competent for the recourses of 
annulment made by individuals (article 263 TFEU) in its decision of May 3, 2002, The 
First Instance Court was in favour of accepting the recourse against the regulation of 
the Commission on fishery by arriving to the conclusion that “in the light of Articles 
6 and 13 of the European Convention on Human Rights and of Articles 41 to 47 of 
the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, as guaranteeing persons 
the right to an effective remedy enabling them to contest the legality of Community 
measures of general application which directly affect their legal situation”. Despite 
this change of jurisprudence by the Court of First Instance, in the decision of the 
Justice Court on July 25, 2002 on the case Union de Pequenos Agricultoes c/ Conseil, 
nr.T-173/98 it confirmed its jurisprudence on effective recourse by evaluating that the 
Members States are the ones foreseeing the way of a recourse for effective defense. 
 6  Bock c/Commission, case 62/70rec.897 23 November 1971.
 7  Union de Pequenos Agricultoes c/ Conseil, no.T-173/98, rec.II-3359.
 8  Case T-177/01 rec.II-2365 Jego-Quere et Cie SA c/ Commission).
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The individual can make an annulment or invalidity request to the community judge 
(article 241) or he/she can address a national judge that will require preliminary 
interpretation at the Court of Justice.

Conclusions

Legal Community Order is very complex, complicated and time to time difficult to 
be accessed by individuals, despite in most cases it tries to establish a legal protection 
for its citizens, a basic principle applied in the Community Treaties, in the European 
Convention of Human Rights, in the European Chart of Fundamental Rights. The 
citizens and individuals for the protection of their individual rights generally address 
their national legislation, that in most cases have shown that they do not provide a 
full effective legal protection.
For this the community legal order having precedence on other orders is guaranteed 
by Courts, which through their interpretations and decisions establish an effective 
and compulsory procedure for effective protection. However there are cases when 
the Court of Justice, despite being the last and the highest instance of this effective 
protection shield, is not clear and coherent in its interpretations and decisions. The 
above mentioned cases taken from its judicial practice, show that for an individual, 
in some cases, the procedural request for effective protection is complicated further, 
in cases when he requires the legal review of a general act that affects his/her judicial 
situation. According to the jurisprudence that the Court of Justice has established for 
individual rights, it should exist a way provided by the Member State, a recourse or 
traditional national decision, and then his/her right can be defended by a Community 
Court, making the process of an effective protection on time more difficult and time 
to time and indirectly affecting also his/her judicial safety, due to the length of the 
proceedings and its complication.
Lacking a national decision against which a contest can begin, the only way for 
the individual would be to infringe the provisions of the regulation to have the 
possibility to contest the sanction following the act which affects his legal situation 
and to use a quick procedure to avoid the sanctions of the act. It is difficult to accept 
that both the traditional jurisprudence is preserved and to seek the right according to 
the community provisions for an effective recourse. However, the legal community 
order, as any internal order is developing and in a dynamic process of perfection 
by settling and protecting to the best and superior way the rights and freedoms of 
community citizens.
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